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My name is Ulla Taylor, I was born in Victoria, I live in Melbourne, and own
property in the Southern Grampians at Glenthompson, an area renowned for
great farming and tourism.
The communities around Hamilton have declared themselves “Gas fields free”.
This is a clear indication that there is nearly unanimous public opinion that this
area, and many others around Victoria, should remain free of unconventional
gas mining technology.
Many of the people I know in the Western district earn their living from
producing fine Victorian produce for consumption locally, interstate and even
overseas. In the Grampians there is also growing industry based on tourism
and also Arts businesses, largely due to the attraction of the regions beautiful
landscapes and abundant wildlife.
It is clear from the many stories related by land holders affected by onshore
gas mining technologies, especially in Queensland, but also across the USA,
that this mining industry is very harmful to healthy soil, air, wildlife, people and
water. People are getting sick from the unconventional gas industry across
the world.
Australia is the driest populated continent. Our water is so very precious and
is the essence of all life. Unconventional gas mining technologies are known
to use immense amounts of water, and then turn this into immense amounts
of toxic poison. In a land prone to flooding, containment dams do not
contain this highly toxic poison. Even without flooding, two layers of plastic
under a dam do not contain this poison as plastic is a porous membrane, and
degrades over time.
We have also recently seen how the poison containment dams can fail, and
spill toxic material on prime agricultural land. In May this year Joe Hill’s cattle
farm in Queensland was poisoned by a large spill and that was not the first
time that particular containment had failed.
We have already seen in examples such as the Condamine River in QLD that
our pure water is being polluted in another unpredictable manner- the river is
bubbling gas! I have never seen or heard of this happening in our history
prior to unconventional gas mining. This shocks me terribly as I reflect on
years of bush camping experience- drawing water from rivers which
traditionally are a source of pure water.
Victoria is prone to devastating bushfires. With many well heads venting
gasses, rivers bubbling gas and unexpected leachings of flammable gas added
to the danger, our risk of devastating fires is also heightened.

